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Abstract: The possible interaction and modification of cloud properties due to aerosols is one of the most poorly understood mechanisms within climate studies, resulting in the most significant uncertainty as regards radiation budgeting. In this study, we explore direct ground based remote sensing methods to assess the Aerosol-Cloud Indirect Effect directly, as space-borne retrievals are not directly suitable for simultaneous aerosol/cloud retrievals. To illustrate some of these difficulties, a statistical assessment of existing multispectral imagers on geostationary (e.g., GOES)/Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite retrievals of the Cloud Droplet Effective Radius ($R_{\text{eff}}$) showed significant biases especially at larger solar zenith angles, further motivating the use of ground based remote sensing approaches. In particular, we discuss the potential of using a combined Microwave Radiometer (MWR)—Multi-Filter Rotating Shadowband Radiometer (MFRSR) system for real-time monitoring of Cloud Optical Depth (COD) and Cloud Droplet Effective Radius ($R_{\text{eff}}$), which are combined with aerosol vertical properties from an aerosol lidar. An iterative approach combining the simultaneous observations from MFRSR and MWR are used to retrieve the COD and $R_{\text{eff}}$ for thick cloud cases and are extensively validated using the DoE Southern Great Plains (SGP) retrievals as well as regression based parameterized model retrievals. In addition, we account for uncertainties in background aerosol, surface albedo and the combined measurement uncertainties from
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the MWR and MFRSR in order to provide realistic uncertainty estimates, which is found to be ~10% for the parameter range of interest in Aerosol-Cloud Interactions. Finally, we analyze a particular case of possible aerosol-cloud interaction described in the literature at the SGP site and demonstrate that aerosol properties obtained at the surface can lead to inconclusive results in comparison to lidar-derived aerosol properties near the cloud base.
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1. Introduction

One of the outstanding issues regarding the earth’s energy balance and subsequent climate budget are the indirect effects that aerosols have on cloud radiative properties. In particular, Twomey [1] increased aerosol loading results in higher concentration of cloud condensation nuclei that ultimately lead to increased cloud droplet number concentration and smaller effective cloud droplets, which have to be compared, however, for constant liquid water paths. Unlike direct cloud effects on the climate, the aerosol-cloud indirect interactions are very hard to measure directly from satellites, since simultaneous aerosol loadings (especially below cloud base) and cloud properties such as COD and/or \( R_{\text{eff}} \) are not possible and therefore efforts at quantifying these effects are limited to statistical trends studied over large domains. However, because of the difficulties of more direct approaches, extensive satellite studies of aerosol-cloud indirect effect have been pursued and supported by significant improvement in multispectral satellite sensors onboard polar orbiting satellites.

For example, regional measurements and resultant cloud products from MODIS (MODe rate resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) were used [2] together with aerosol properties estimated from the MODIS (e.g., aerosol optical depth product) to ascertain statistical relationships between appropriate aerosol and cloud parameters which include Cloud Top Temperature and Pressure, Cloud Droplet Number Concentration (CDNC), Total Cloud Fraction, Water Path, Cloud Droplet Effective Radius (\( R_{\text{eff}} \)), Cloud Optical Thickness (COD), Cloud Condensation Nuclei (CCN) and Aerosol Optical Thickness (AOT). In this study, it was found that on average large regions are laden with fluctuating correlations between cloud and aerosol metrics, which average to zero as might be expected. However, with appropriate binning of the data by Liquid Water Path (LWP) and with ancillary data provided by ISCCP (International Satellite Cloud Climatology Project) to ascertain regions of dominant cloud type (stratus or convective clouds), an inverse relationship between the size of the water droplet (effective radius) and column cloud droplet number concentration, cloud optical thickness (reflectivity) and cloud fraction emerged. These relationships were connected to the aerosol properties through an observed inverse correlation between aerosols and droplet radii in support of the general Aerosol Indirect Effect (AIE).

However, the story is not so clear-cut. For example, both modeling and observation studies have suggested possible correlations between AOT and LWP [3,4]. Nevertheless, the analysis of the data showed significant differences between low AOT (\( \tau_a < 0.1 \)) and higher AOT (\( \tau_a > 0.1 \)). In particular, for low AOT, a strong positive correlation was observed, but for high AOT, a strong negative
correlation between aerosols and water path was observed. Further studies showed even more complex behavior. To remove some of the inherent difficulties in simultaneous cloud/aerosol retrieval, aircraft measurements of large scale marine stratocumulus decks showed significant correlation between CDNC and accumulation mode number concentration (AMNC) below cloud base [5] reporting a regression result of $0.72 \pm 0.04$ with an $R^2$ of 0.90. This result indicates that a satellite remote sensing approach to quantifying CDNC should be a reasonable proxy for aerosol signatures (at least for relatively clean maritime conditions) in exploring aerosol-cloud interaction. To utilize this observation, Han et al. [6], studied the correlations between LWP and CDNC for warm water clouds (cloud-top temperature $> 273$ K, optical thickness $1 < \tau_c < 15$). These results, however, revealed three distinct relationships between cloud liquid water path with aerosol changes: increasing, approximately constant, or decreasing as column CDNC increases, each occurring with nearly equal probability. The negative correlation may result from the mechanism that an increase of CDNC with subsequent reduction in cloud droplet size can enhance evaporation just below cloud base. In this scenario, the cloud decouples from the boundary layer in warmer locations, decreasing the supply of water to the cloud from the surface, thereby reducing the cloud liquid water.

While such statistical studies have provided some useful information, poor temporal statistics make it particularly difficult to establish underlying causal mechanisms. One possible approach maybe the use of suitable multispectral imagers on geostationary platforms (e.g., GOES) for simultaneous cloud/aerosol retrieval. One clear advantage is that characterization of the cloud diurnal cycle is potentially feasible with geostationary satellite instruments. In particular, the availability of additional spectral channels at 1.6, 3.9, and 12 or 13.3 $\mu$m in addition to the original VIS (0.65 $\mu$m) and IR (10.8 $\mu$m) channels have led to the operational retrieval of optical depth, effective radius and LWP and motivates the possibility of following the cloud through its lifecycle as it is transported in polluted areas [7]. However, even in this case, a large number of issues degrading the observations can be expected. For example, the poor spatial resolution of the satellite observations $\sim$4 km are significantly above the optimal length scales attributed to the aerosol/cloud processed under investigation. In particular, extensive investigations [8,9] based on the analysis of ground based/in situ observations on the appropriate scales indicate the need for spatial sampling of the processes $<1$ km. Based on realistic advection velocities of $5 \text{ m·s}^{-1}$, temporal sampling averaging should be constrained to $\sim3$ min which is reachable with our MFRSR/MWR/lidar approach.

In addition, an equally difficult issue is to retrieve the true aerosol loading near the cloud base. In particular, it is quite evident that column measurements of aerosol optical depth do not provide the vertical information needed to quantify the pollution level at the cloud base. Furthermore, the relationship between optical depth and particle number depends on the microphysical distribution models and does not discriminate between aerosol types below cloud base that impact cloud micro-physics and aerosol particles located higher than cloud top that only interact with the radiative transfer above clouds. Therefore, it is clearly important to develop short-term measurements with high temporal resolution to eliminate many of the previously cited ambiguities. In particular, under such an approach, simultaneous measurements of clouds and aerosol loading below cloud base along with important vertical updraft data are achievable. Most importantly, within the measurement cycle, the exact nature of the cloud within the cloud lifecycle including general meso-scale processes is less important for these short-term measurements.
Various efforts have been made to develop retrieval algorithms to infer COD and $R_{\text{eff}}$ from ground based passive radiometric measurements. In one approach, a Microwave Radiometer (MWR) is combined with Millimeter-wavelength Cloud Radar (MMCR) to infer droplet diameters. In this case, the radar reflectivity and the MWR LWP provide the information to retrieve $R_{\text{eff}}$ [10]. However, the cost of the MMCR can be quite substantial. On the other hand, significant success in combining COD from the Multi-filter Rotating Shadowband Radiometer (MFRSR) together with LWP from MWR is a reasonable cost-effective solution [11–13]. One drawback in this method is obviously the limitation that observations must be made during daytime. However, significant aerosol-cloud interaction signals should exist during daytime especially under conditions of strong convective heating which enhances vertical uptake [14].

In particular, a number of studies have made the attempt to explore Aerosol-Cloud Interaction at the SGP site using the available instrument suites. For example, the MMCR/MWR technique was applied [15] to explore a number of potential cases together with a Raman lidar, which was used to estimate aerosol CCN below the cloud. This study did in fact find a number of cases showing reasonable Aerosol Indirect Effects. In particular, the Aerosol Cloud Index (ACI) was defined [16,17] as

$$ACI = -\left(\frac{d(\log(R_{\text{eff}}))}{d(\log(\alpha))}\right)$$

which represents the relative change in mean cloud droplet effective radius ($R_{\text{eff}}$) for a relative change in aerosol extinction ($\alpha$) for clouds having the same LWP. Values of ACI ~0.1 were found for multiple cases over the multiyear datasets which are reasonable for considering the upper theoretical limit of ACI < 1/3.

However, one of the main purposes is to avoid the use of the MMCR and explore the potential of the MFRSR/MWR retrieval. For example, Kim et al. [18] used this approach to explore potential aerosol-cloud modifications. Unlike the Feingold study however, they did not make use of the lidar extinction being content to use surface Nephelometer measurements instead. This approach seems to be sufficient if the cloud base is sufficiently low to the surface, which in fact holds for most examples considered. However, it was noted in their study that some examples did not satisfy this requirement and that the poor results on these days are inferred to decoupling between the surface and aloft aerosols.

Due to lack of current long-term data at the NYC CCNY site, we limit our present study to testing and demonstrating this approach using the multi-year measurements performed at the SGP site of the Atmospheric Radiation Measurement (ARM) Program. In addition, we make use of the filtering accomplished by previous studies to identify optimal cases. The present study is organized as follows: In Section 2, we provide a detailed assessment of satellite based retrievals in comparison to existing ground retrievals pertaining to overcast clouds and highlight the need for utilizing ground based remote sensing for effective cloud retrievals. In Section 3, we describe the details of ground-based instruments used for cloud property and provide assessments when possible to illustrate the performance of these instruments. In Section 4, we describe our retrieval algorithm and make quantitative comparisons with the other algorithms. Section 5 mainly focuses on validating our retrieval approach with the comparison of algorithms described in the previous section. In Section 6, a thorough sensitivity analysis is performed focusing on cloud droplet effective radius retrieval errors resulting from both uncertainties in the ambient environment (including surface albedo) as well as those from the
measurements themselves. In Section 7, we re-examine a previously studied aerosol-cloud interaction case at SGP site to highlight the importance of using upper atmosphere aerosol measurements. Finally, section 8 provides a thorough discussion followed by our conclusions in Section 9.

2. Assessment of Satellite-Based Remote Sensing for Cloud Property Retrievals

2.1. Background

Optical depth retrievals from satellite radiances are particularly sensitive to assumptions regarding particle phase and single scattering properties as well as instrument calibration [19]. For thick cloud cases, uncertainties in satellite optical depth retrievals are further magnified because of the asymptotic relationship between reflectance and optical depth [12] whereas small differences in reflectance equate to very large differences in optical depth as they tend to become large. This uncertainty likely contributes to much of the scatter in our comparisons. Due to horizontal transport of photons, bias in visible optical depth retrievals from satellite radiances are known to occur when the scale of the satellite retrieval is less than a radiative smoothing scale that depends on cloud geometry [20]. The cloud retrievals from VISST algorithm (GOES) have been compared with active and passive radiometric measurements at surface sites, primarily ARM SGP central facility in Oklahoma [21,22]. Another possible source of bias in optical depth is caused by sub-pixel variability of optical depth. A satellite radiometer measures pixel mean radiance and from this quantity derives an optical depth that equates to an approximation of the logarithmic mean of the optical depth within the pixel. The exact relationship in any given instance between pixel-mean radiance and the desired pixel-mean optical depth depends on the variability of the cloud field within the pixel but would result in the satellite measured COD being biased low (discussed in Section 2.3) [23].

2.2. Comparisons between Different Satellite Retrievals

To obtain cloud property measurements (COD and \( R_{\text{eff}} \)) from satellites, the need for multi-wavelength imager measurements is critical. Over the past 10 years, significant improvements in multispectral satellite sensors onboard polar and geostationary orbiting satellites and the radiative transfer modeling of clouds have provided a mechanism for the retrieval of relevant cloud microphysical properties as well as estimates of aerosol column properties.

In order to improve the climatology of satellite-derived cloud properties over the ARM SGP domain (32N–42N, 91W–105W), the Visible Infrared Solar-infrared Split Window Technique (VISST algorithm), developed by Minnis et al. [24], is used. Although the latest version of the VISST algorithms is fairly complex, the essence of the VISST relies mainly on the thermal (12.0 \( \mu \)m and 10.8 \( \mu \)m) channels to determine cloud temperature and phase, the visible (0.65 \( \mu \)m) reflectance to retrieve COD, and the solar-infrared (3.9 \( \mu \)m) radiance to derive cloud particle size. To visualize this VISST algorithm performance, we show in Figure 1, the TOA reflectance measurement space as a function of COD and \( R_{\text{eff}} \). Clearly, the retrieval sensitivity for the cloud effective radius is nearly independent of the visible COD retrieval. Therefore, a reasonably accurate calibration of the 3.9 \( \mu \)m should result in quite good retrievals of the \( R_{\text{eff}} \) as long as the cloud parameterization is reasonably accurate.
Figure 1. Reflectance sensitivity plot for Visible Infrared Solar-infrared Split Window Technique (VISST) channels assuming water phase cloud.

The GOES radiances are calibrated with collocated measurements from the TRMM (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission Visible Infrared Scanner) [25]. Based on various size distributions of water droplets and hexagonal ice crystal columns, radiances are modeled in VISST to simulate liquid and ice clouds, respectively [26]. The resultant VISST algorithm provides cloud optical depth, phase, effective particle size, ice or liquid water path, effective radiating temperature, and effective cloud height (determined from the effective cloud temperature using a vertical profile of temperature for a particular location). The pixel level data from GOES-WEST (G10/G11) & GOES-EAST (G12/G13) over ARM SGP domain were obtained in netcdf format from the archives of the ARM site.

In a fairly similar multispectral approach, the MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer) Level 2, Collection 5 retrievals [27] are provided at 1 km × 1 km spatial resolution at nadir by combining infrared and visible techniques to determine physical and radiative properties. Using the MODIS visible (0.645 μm) and near-infrared (1.64, 2.13, and 3.75 μm) spectral bands, the daytime shortwave cloud retrieval algorithm over land surfaces will provide the cloud optical thickness and effective particle radius. To retrieve cloud optical thickness and effective particle radius, a radiative transfer model is first used to compute the reflected intensity field (radiance). This radiance, $I_\lambda(0,-\mu,\phi)$, is normalized in terms of the incident solar flux, $F_0(\lambda)$, such that the reflection function, $R_\lambda(\tau, R_{\text{eff}}; \mu, \mu_0, \phi)$, is given by,

$$R_\lambda(\tau, R_{\text{eff}}; \mu, \mu_0, \phi) = \frac{\pi I_\lambda(0,-\mu,\phi)}{\mu_0 F_0(\lambda)}$$

where $\tau$ is the total optical thickness of the atmosphere (or cloud), $R_{\text{eff}}$ the effective particle radius as defined in Hansen and Travis [28]. The differences in reflected solar radiation between the 0.645 μm and 1.64 μm bands contain information regarding cloud particle phase due to distinct differences in bulk absorption characteristics between water and ice at the longer wavelength. If the cloud is composed of ice, or if the surface is snow covered, then reflectance of the cloud at both 1.64 μm and 2.13 μm bands will show a decrease in reflectance, but the reduction is more significant with the former band. Details of retrieval technique are described in King et al. [29].
Inter-comparison of cloud retrievals from MODIS and GOES in Figure 2 demonstrate fairly good linear correlation for both COD ($r^2 \sim 0.92$) and $R_{	ext{eff}}$ ($r^2 \sim 0.86$). Here, we use both 10 km and 20 km spatial domains centering the Central Facility at Lamont, Oklahoma. Simultaneous matchups are reported when GOES observations are averaged $\pm 1$ h around the MODIS over-flight over the four-year data period (2007–2010). Minnis et al. [30] reported that MODIS tends to throw out a large percentage of small clouds, but the average CODs only differed by $\sim 2.0$ in non-polar regions. In summary, due to the very similar structure of the algorithms, strong agreement is expected.

Figure 2. Comparison plots of Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) and Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES) derived Cloud Optical Depth (COD) and Cloud Droplet Effective Radius (REFF) with 10 km (a,b) and 20 km (c,d) averaging centering ARM SGP site Lamont (Oklahoma) for the data covering 2007–2010.

2.3. Preliminary Comparisons between GOES-VISST and Ground Based Techniques

While the satellite comparisons themselves are consistent with no appreciable bias observed, it is important to assess the validation performance against independent approaches making use of entirely different methodologies. To do this, we make use of the extensive ground based retrievals from the SGP site [12], which we will refer to in this study as based on the Min method, which will be explained in much greater detail in Section 4. Since the VISST algorithm has gone through different versions, we concentrate on the latest version (V4). The pixel level datasets are given at 4 km resolution that is commensurate with the MFRSR FOV. However, to ensure some extra homogeneity in the observation scenes, we look at 20 km regions. The resultant data within the 20 km domain...
consists of 20 pixels. At the same time, the ground products provide data every 20 s. Using a 30-min interval, this leads to 90 ground measurements. With these caveats in mind, we use the following matchup protocol between the ground based and GOES VISST algorithm.

1. Only those cases where number of water phase cloud pixels (out of 20) in the $5 \times 5$ box (20-km resolution) is greater than 15 are used and no ice phase clouds are detected.
2. The variability (standard deviation) of the COD <50% of the mean COD.
3. The ground-based retrievals are acceptable only if all 90 measurements are cloud flagged.

These severe constraints were applied to the VISST V4 retrievals from 1 July 2011 to 22 November 2011 and the comparisons of both the COD (left column) and $R_{\text{eff}}$ (right column) are illustrated in Figure 3. The upper row was restricted to observations where the solar zenith angle, $\theta_{\text{sun}} < 50$ degrees while the bottom row was filtered in the range 50 degrees $< \theta_{\text{sun}} < 70$ degrees.

**Figure 3.** Comparison of VISST GOES cloud products against ground based retrievals—columns are respectively for COD and $R_{\text{eff}}$. The upper row is filtered for solar zenith angle $\theta_{\text{sun}} < 50$ degrees while the bottom row was filtered in the range 50 degrees $< \theta_{\text{sun}} < 70$ degrees. The horizontal and vertical error bars represent the standard deviations in ground and GOES retrievals respectively corresponding to both COD and $R_{\text{eff}}$.

The most important observation is that although the COD retrievals are fairly robust over all solar zenith angles especially for COD $< 50$, the effective radius shows very strong bias and poor correlation to ground retrievals when $\theta_{\text{sun}} > 50$ degrees. Specifically, GOES retrieved $R_{\text{eff}}$ is larger than ground
retrieved $R_{\text{eff}}$. To understand this, we note that as the solar zenith angle increases, the ‘effective’ cloud optical depth also becomes larger. For this reason, photons incident on a water cloud will be more likely to be reflected back to satellite from an upper part of the cloud without penetrating into a lower part of the cloud. On the other hand, photons transmitted through the cloud encounter the entire vertical profile regardless of the cloud optical depth. Since many researchers [31–36] have reported that cloud droplet effective radius increases from cloud base to cloud top, the GOES retrieved $R_{\text{eff}}$ based on reflection geometry is biased high. These difficulties make it even more important that ground approaches are explored.

3. Ground-Based Instrumentation and Data Processing

In the present study, we focus on the measurements from the ground-based radiometers, namely, the Multi-Filter Rotating Shadowband Radiometer (MFRSR, Model: MFR-7, Yankees Environmental Systems Inc.) and the profiling Microwave Radiometer (MWR, Model: MP-3000A, Radiometrics) for cloud retrievals. It should be pointed out that the MP-3000A at CCNY is an advanced radiometric system in comparison to the existing dual channel MWR at the ARM site.

The MFRSR is a seven channel radiometer with six passbands of 10 nm FWHM (Full Width Half Maximum) centered at 415, 500, 615, 670, 870 and 940 nm and an unfiltered Si broadband (300–1,100 nm) channels. It uses an automated shadowbanding technique to measure the total-horizontal (global), diffuse-horizontal and direct-normal spectral irradiances through a single optical path [12,37,38]. The global and diffuse components are measured directly and the direct-normal component is computed from the difference of the two measured components. On a clear day, most of the solar radiation received by a horizontal surface will be direct-normal irradiance, while on a cloudy day most will be diffuse-horizontal irradiance. Observations of atmospheric irradiance (direct, diffuse and global) under overcast skies by MFRSR therefore provide the potential capability to infer cloud transmittance or the COD.

At CCNY, we use an automated MFRSR data processing algorithm developed at NASA GISS by Alexandrov et al. [39] with cloud screening procedure [40] being used for aerosol retrieval as well as calibration. In our application, the calibration is crucial since the cloud properties are determined radiatively from a diffuse transmission, which can only be obtained from the diffuse irradiance if calibrated. In the GISS method the calibration independent direct to diffuse ratio was used in the regression analysis to enhance the stability of regression and decrease the noise in the retrieved calibration coefficients when compared to traditional Langley technique. Since, this method does not require stable aerosol loading over long time periods; it takes care of data for which Langley regression fails. Thus, more observational data is included in the determination of the calibration coefficients. The most notable aspect about this MFRSR processing algorithm is that both calibration and retrieval procedures are not separated, while the traditional retrievals [41–43] require prior determination of calibration constants (through a calibration procedure) and applied to the data. In this approach, contributions due to different physical parameters (such as aerosol extinction, gaseous absorption) into total optical depths are separated first and then calibration is applied independently. Thus, calibration errors in one parameter do not affect the accuracy of the other retrievals.

To improve the consistency over long time periods, the NASA GISS algorithm is applied simultaneously to a set of daily datasets covering at least a month (or a maximum of 4 months) of
measurements through a sequential set of procedures: first, all days are cloud screened, then all 870 nm records are calibrated using compatibility between the direct and diffuse measurements. This approach allows for stabilization of the daily calibration constants at each step using a robust smoothing technique. Internal coefficients are instantaneous, derived for each day (using direct to diffuse ratio and size-regression methods) independently from other days, while the external coefficients result from averaging (smoothing) and/or interpolation of time series of internal coefficients over a long period (default ~4 months). These external coefficients are the ones ultimately used to compute the top-of-atmosphere (TOA) irradiance. In our cloud retrieval algorithm, the measured irradiance is divided by a nominal TOA irradiance value to obtain the diffuse transmittance. Here, \( I_0 \) is directly related to the calibration constant, \( C = \exp(-c) \), where \( c \) is the external calibration coefficient making the calibration coefficient of the MFRSR a critical parameter.

The resultant atmospheric transmittances are therefore calculated under cloudy conditions as the ratio of calibrated diffuse irradiance to the TOA irradiance value. However, in order to obtain simultaneously both the COD and \( R_{\text{eff}} \) of the prevailing thick clouds, we require an additional measurement which can give the total liquid water content in the cloud layer, termed as liquid water path, in the zenith direction which is the main function of the MWR. In particular, both column integrated precipitable water vapor (PWV) and cloud liquid water path (LWP) are defined as,

\[
PWV = \frac{1}{\rho_{\text{wt}}} \int \rho_v(z)dz
\]

and
\[
LWP = \int w(z)dz
\]

where \( \rho_{\text{wt}} \) is the density of liquid water (~10^6 g·m\(^{-3}\)), \( \rho_v(z) \) is the vertical distribution of water vapor density (expressed in g·m\(^{-3}\)) and \( w(z) \) is the vertical distribution of cloud liquid water content (expressed in g·m\(^{-3}\)). Here we express PWV in cm and LWP in g·m\(^{-2}\). Using the above relations, the cloud droplet effective radius (\( R_{\text{eff}} \)), an important property governing the cloud radiative transfer [28], is defined as the ratio of third to second moments of the size distribution of the cloud droplet number concentration. For a spatially homogeneous cloud,

\[
R_{\text{eff}} = \frac{\int \int N(r) r^3 dr}{\int \int N(r) r^2 dr}
\]

where \( N(r) \) is the size distribution of the cloud droplets and \( r (= R_{\text{eff}}) \) is the cloud droplet radius. In case of vertically inhomogeneous clouds,

\[
R_{\text{eff}} = \int \int \int N(r,z) r^3 drdz
\]

The double integrals are taken over droplet radius and over the depth of the cloud. Evaluating the definition of \( R_{\text{eff}} \) in terms of measured LWP and \( \tau_c \) (or COD),

\[
LWP = \frac{4\pi}{3} \rho_{\text{wt}} \int \int N(r,z) r^3 drdz
\]

\[
\tau_c = \int \int \pi r^2 Q_v(r) N(r,z) drdz
\]
where \( Q_4(r) \) is the extinction efficiency for a cloud droplet of radius \( r \). For \( \lambda = 415 \) nm and for modified gamma size distribution with width \( p = 7 \) [44], the weighted extinction efficiency can be approximated by,

\[
Q_{415\,\text{nm}}(r) = 2.00196 + 0.36411 r^{-0.70043}
\]

which is only a slight correction to \( Q_{415\,\text{nm}}(r) \approx 2 \), yielding the simple and often used result

\[
R_{\text{eff}} \approx \frac{3}{2} \frac{\text{LWP}}{\rho_w \tau_c}
\]

The profiling Microwave Radiometer (MWR) at CCNY contains two radio frequency (RF) subsystems sharing the same antenna and antenna pointing system in the same cabinet. The water vapor profiling subsystem utilizes sky brightness temperature observations at selected frequencies between 22 and 30 GHz (21 channels). The temperature profiling subsystem utilizes sky brightness temperature observations at selected frequencies between 51 and 59 GHz (14 channels). The profiler nominally views in zenith direction and makes use of atmospheric radiation measurements in the RF domain and provides high resolution vertical profiles of temperature, humidity, water vapor and low resolution profiles of liquid density at 58 altitude levels, starting with 50 m steps from the surface up to 500 m, then 100 m steps to 2 km, and 250 m steps from 2 to 10 km. In addition, surface relative humidity, temperature and barometric pressure measured by the radiometer are used in the determination of profiles. An internally mounted and vertically pointed Infrared Thermometer (IRT) indicates the presence of cloud and measures cloud base temperature, if clouds are present. Knowing cloud base temperature yields the vapor density at cloud base (at saturation) and when combined with the retrieved temperature profile, yields cloud base altitude. These physical measurements are important constraints for profile retrieval. Neural networks (site specific) derived using the Stuttgart Neural Network Simulator and long-term record of radiosonde profiles are provided by Radiometrics. A standard back-propagation algorithm was used for training and a standard feed-forward network is used for profile determination. Although the number of independent measurements (eigen values) are less than the 58 retrieved layers, the finer resolution provides better displays and easier processing in subsequent data processing steps.

In our application, we are interested mainly in the LWP but validation of this parameter is very difficult in the absence of aircraft measurements. On the other hand, direct channel calibration for our system can be tested. To do this, we have made some cross validations against the two instruments against existing radiosondes and AERONET at the Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) as part of an overall calibration exercise. The results are given in Figure 4 for the 2 days when all measurements are available. For both days, the MP-3000A was a better match against the AERONET retrievals than with the WVP-1500. In addition, there is clear improvement (especially for day 2) in the comparisons against the Radiosonde launches. This comparison illustrates the general consistency in the calibration of the radiometers. However, we do note a near constant bias between the two systems, which is likely due to differences in the algorithm training datasets used by the different systems.
Figure 4. Inter-comparison of column Integrated precipitable water (IPW) from MP-3000A, WVP-1500 (microwave radiometers), AERONET and Radiosondes (RAOBs) for (a) 10 September 2011, and (b) 11 September 2011. Red lines with which blue line is flanked represents the interval of confidence for the MP-3000A dataset based solely on temporal fluctuations of retrieval.

4. Development of an Iterative Algorithm for Retrieval of Optically Thick Cloud Properties

Of the various ground based cloud retrieval techniques, the most extensively used and referenced approach for measurements from the MFRSR-MWR system is the Non-linear Least Squares (NLSQ) retrieval algorithm of Min and Harrison [12] hereafter referred as MIN, which is based on the parameterization of cloud droplet scattering properties at 415 nm on the effective radius and LWP using Mie theory. MIN uses an adjoint formulation of the radiative transfer [45] to maintain accuracy and improve its execution speed. In this approach, traditional Langley regression of the direct-normal irradiance taken on clear stable days are used to extrapolate the MFRSR's response to the TOA [37], and this calibration is applied to the total-horizontal irradiance. Harrison and Michalsky [37] have indicated that the standard deviation of the traditional Langley analysis inferred extra-terrestrial response from a single retrieval at a difficult site to be approximately 5%. The MIN method is applied to measurements of atmospheric transmittance at 415 nm band because this band is completely insensitive to absorption by ozone and by permanent atmospheric gases, and the surface albedo is low and stable for natural surfaces (except for snow-covered surfaces). Moreover, for this wavelength, both the asymmetry parameter and the single scattering albedo (close to unity) show little dependence on droplet size.

In another approach, Matamoros et al. [13] builds a parameterized regression based inversion of a plane parallel radiative transfer (RT) model hereafter referred as PAR based on the assumption of a
fixed rural background aerosol mode for SGP ARM site. The parameterization based on regression fitting from the RT simulations is given by

$$
\tau_c = \frac{(1 + r_g) - 1}{(1 + r_g)(1 - r_g)} \frac{1}{(P_1 \mu_0 + P_2) \frac{1}{T} + P_3 - \frac{0.007}{T^2}}
$$

where $P_1 = -0.4330 \times \text{AOD} + 3.6659$, $P_2 = -0.7686 \times \text{AOD} + 2.0895$, and $P_3 = -0.1986 \times \text{AOD} - 5.7936$

Here $\mu_0$ is the cosine of the solar zenith angle, $T$ is the atmospheric transmittance, $r_g$ is the surface albedo at 415 nm, $\tau_c$ and $r_e$ respectively are the visible COD and cloud droplet effective radii ($R_{\text{eff}}$). The linear dependence of $P_1$, $P_2$ and $P_3$ with AOD agrees for AOD ranging from 0 to 0.2. Also, this method points out that AOD has an effect in the retrieval of cloud properties, but was unable to prove that introducing AOD improves the agreement between the retrieved properties and the true (and unknown) values of COD and $R_{\text{eff}}$. Of course, this approach can be extended to more regional realistic aerosol models for different locations as needed.

In our analysis, we closely follow the MIN algorithm but instead of a NLSQ optimization, we develop an iterative inversion approach. This iteration approach forms the basis of our retrieval algorithm, hereafter referred to as RET. Initially, $R_{\text{eff}}$ is fixed at 8 $\mu$m and the first estimation of COD from the Look-Up-Table (LUT) is obtained. Then $Q_{415\text{nm}}(R_{\text{eff}})$ is estimated from Equation (9) assuming again $R_{\text{eff}} = 8 \mu$m. Subsequently, by introducing the MWR measured value of LWP (i.e., $LWP_{\text{meas}}$), Equation (10) is used to obtain better estimation of effective radius ($R_{\text{eff}}$), which will again obtain a better estimate of COD using the LUT. This iteration procedure continues until stable values of COD and $R_{\text{eff}}$ (i.e., convergence of $LWP_{\text{theory}}$ to $LWP_{\text{meas}}$ occurs) are obtained for each of the atmospheric transmittance measurement (as shown in Figure 5).

**Figure 5.** Convergence of iterative retrieval algorithm for (a) COD and (b) $R_{\text{eff}}$.

The schematic of our LUT based iterative approach for cloud optical properties of thick cloud is illustrated in Figure 6. To implement efficiently, initial 2D LUT’s are developed for the LWP and diffuse transmittance and interpolation is used when readjusting $R_{\text{eff}}$ during the retrieval. By
comparing with the results of the MIN approach obtained from the SGP database, we can assess our local algorithm.

**Figure 6.** Schematic illustration of the algorithm flow for the LUT based iterative approach for retrieving cloud optical properties of thick water clouds. Here cloud liquid water path (LWP\textsubscript{meas}) represents the real-time instantaneous liquid water path measurement from MWR and the order (or number) of iteration is denoted by “n” as subscript to the variable terms.

As discussed earlier, we require real-time measurements of atmospheric transmittance (for 415 nm wavelength) as a function of cosine of solar zenith angle (\(\mu_0\)) from the MFRSR, the LWP from the MWR as well an estimate of aerosol loading and surface albedo. The Santa Barbara DISORT Atmospheric Radiative Transfer (SBDART, version 2.4) [44] model, which is based on the DISORT algorithm (Discrete Ordinate Radiative Transfer) to account for multiple scattering within layered media [46] is used for computing the radiation fluxes at the surface and at the TOA. Within SBDART, atmospheric transmittance is defined as the ratio of downwelling irradiance at the surface to that at the TOA for a narrow wavelength band corresponding to the MFRSR 415 nm channel. In a preliminary analysis, we define a site-specific (average) aerosol model based on the long-term climatological record of AERONET Level 2 datasets. The aerosol climatology parameters include aerosol optical
depth (AOD), single scattering albedo (SSA) and asymmetry parameter (g) spectrally covering the shortwave region. Also, the climatological surface albedo value is chosen from the ASRVN (AERONET Surface Reflectance Validation Network) data record. SBDART treats atmosphere as a plane parallel system, so vertical inhomogeneities of the atmosphere and the aerosol distribution can be taken into account. Given the fixed aerosol model, surface albedo, atmospheric model (US62 Standard Atmosphere), a LUT for the inverse of the atmospheric transmittance ($T^{-1}$) can be computed by varying the COD, $R_{\text{eff}}$ and $\mu_0$ together in the radiative transfer code. From the LUT, as expected, the linearity of the relationship between COD and $T^{-1}$ is observed and their slope is dependent on $\mu_0$, while the intercept is almost independent.

5. Inter-Comparison of Ground-Based Cloud Property Retrieval Approaches at the ARM SGP Site

At SGP ARM site, the Microwave Water Radiometer (MWR, Model WVR-1100) measures column-integrated amounts of water vapor and liquid water. This MWR receives microwave radiation from the sky at dual frequencies (23.8 GHz and 31.4 GHz), which allow simultaneous determination of total water vapor and liquid water burdens along the selected path. In the present study, we have taken care to exclude LWPs recorded during precipitation from our analysis. Various studies have reported uncertainties in LWP retrievals to be around 20–30 g·m$^{-2}$ [47–50].

**Figure 7.** Scatter plot between retrieved instantaneous COD and REFF using RET approach compared to those of MIN (a,b) and PAR (c,d) retrievals.

Existing cloud optical properties from MFRSR are obtained using the MIN algorithm which are stored within the SGP Value Added Product (VAP) called MFRSRCLDOD [51]. To apply our algorithm, we use the atmospheric transmittance as a function of cosine of solar zenith angles for thick
cloud cases along with instantaneous LWP measurements from MWR, which are available in the VAP. Cloud retrievals from our approach (RET) are compared with MIN retrievals and parameterization (PAR) scheme are shown as scatter plots in Figure 7 for the period from April to September 2008. COD retrievals from our approach show excellent correlation ($r^2 \sim 0.99$) and consistency with those obtained from both the methods and this is maintained over large datasets. However, we note that there is a spread or discrepancy in the retrieved $R_{\text{eff}}$ from RET approach which we will see is mainly due to the difference in LWP measurements used by the MIN algorithm.

**Figure 8.** Regression plots between LWP derived in different ways (a) Closure comparison between averaged measured and derived LWP, and (b) Averaged versus Instantaneous LWP.

In understanding the $R_{\text{eff}}$ discrepancy, we note that the MIN retrievals are based on an internal estimation of 5 min averaged LWP and the details of that averaging are not accessible. Therefore, when we perform an averaging procedure, it may not be identical to the approach that MIN uses. To test this, we perform in Figure 8(a) a closure study where the MIN retrieval products are used to “derive” the LWP (MIN-DER) which are compared to the averaged LWP. The discrepancy is of the same order of magnitude of the errors in $R_{\text{eff}}$ observed illustrating that there is ambiguity in how the average was calculated. The sensitivity is further demonstrated where the instantaneous LWP is compared to the averaged LWP demonstrating comparably higher variability (Figure 8(b)). The point we wish to emphasize is that the effective radius errors, which are clearly driven by the LWP uncertainties, are not only due to instantaneous radiometric errors in LWP but also due to the in atmospheric variability of LWP within a given averaging window. However, in our study we do not plan on exploring this averaging ambiguity in assessing error since literature estimates of the LWP error were available and this value was the one that was ultimately used in our improved sensitivity analysis (Section 6). On the other hand, in our comparisons against PAR, maximum relative fractional differences are less than 5% and 8% for COD and $R_{\text{eff}}$ respectively were obtained when compared with the MIN retrievals at ARM SGP site. Here, no ambiguity in the actual LWP occurs since this parameter is identically provided in both algorithms.


To assess the realistic errors in cloud droplet effective radius retrievals that can occur, a rigorous sensitivity analysis is performed focusing on errors that may result due to incorrect atmosphere/aerosol
assumptions below the cloud as well as imprecise surface albedo. Other variables such as geometric cloud base and cloud extent are less important and will not be considered here. Also, it is not possible to analyze all mechanisms individually since the inversion of each variable taken separately is not stable. Hence, we adopt the following approach for performing the sensitivity analysis of retrieved $R_{\text{eff}}$:

1. Fix the “reference” state (mean atmosphere, mean surface) along with a reference cloud ($\text{COD}_{\text{ref}}, \text{Reff}_{\text{ref}}$) to provide the algorithm with reference values for $LWP_{\text{ref}}$ and $T_{\text{diff}}_{\text{ref}}$.
2. Given the reference state, we now perform the retrieval sequentially for each atmosphere state, $i$.
3. The retrieval looks for the solution set which simultaneously satisfies
   
   $\left\|LWP_i(COD,R_{\text{eff}}) - LWP_{\text{ref}}\right\| < 30 \text{ g m}^{-2}$ \text{(LWP error)} \tag{12}
   
   and $\left\|T_{\text{diff}}(COD,R_{\text{eff}}) - T_{\text{diff}}_{\text{ref}}\right\| < 0.05 * T_{\text{diff}}_{\text{ref}}$ \tag{13}

4. The above inequalities define a set of COD and $R_{\text{eff}}$ cells in the inversion domain which are possible solutions. However, all such solutions should not be weighted equally since some of the solution cells fit the measurement better than others.
5. For each cell in the set, COD($k,l$) and $R_{\text{eff}}(k,l)$, we assign a weight $w'_{k,l}$, which measures the discrepancy between the reference measurement ($LWP_{\text{ref}}, T_{\text{diff}}_{\text{ref}}$) and the model (for the $i$th atmosphere) evaluated at the cell ($k,l$). In other words, we weight the cell by the reciprocal distance the cell model is from the reference measurement in "measurement" space given by

   \[
   \left( w'_{k,l} \right)^{-1} = \left\|LWP_i(COD(k,R_{\text{eff}} (l)) - LWP_{\text{ref}}\right\|^2 + \left\|T_{\text{diff}}(COD(k,R_{\text{eff}} (l)) - T_{\text{diff}}_{\text{ref}}\right\|^2 \tag{14}
   
   \]

6. This process is performed sequentially for all atmosphere cases and the cumulative weights (summed over $i$) result in the 2D distribution of the admissible (COD, $R_{\text{eff}}$) retrieval:

   \[
   \left( w_{k,l} \right) = \sum_i \left( w'_{k,l} \right) \tag{15}
   
   \]

7. Exactly, the same procedure is repeated for the surface albedo variability, which results in another 2D distribution function for this process.
8. In order to combine the uncertainty from 2 separate processes each taken independently, the result is just the 2D convolution of the individual 2D probability density functions (PDFs) of each process taken separately and can be implemented using a suitable 2D convolution function.
9. Once the combined PDF is generated, the final error associated with either parameter is the marginal distribution given by,

   \[
   P(R_{\text{eff}}) = \int P(COD,R_{\text{eff}})d(COD) \tag{16}
   
   \]
10. Finally, given the 1D marginal distributions, the mean and standard deviation can be obtained directly from the appropriate numerical integrals over the 1D distributions

   \[
   \overline{R_{\text{eff}}} = \int \left( R_{\text{eff}} \right) P(R_{\text{eff}})d(R_{\text{eff}}) \tag{17}
   
   \]

   \[
   \text{std}(R_{\text{eff}}) = \sqrt{ \int \left( R_{\text{eff}} - \overline{R_{\text{eff}}} \right)^2 P(R_{\text{eff}})d(R_{\text{eff}}) } \tag{18}
   
   \]
In performing this sensitivity analysis, we fix the “reference” state of cloud properties corresponding to those values which are most likely be influenced by aerosols within the aerosol-cloud interaction. Based on the cases considered by Feingold et al. [15], the LWP measurements seem to be constrained to a reasonably low values around 120 g·m\(^{-2}\) with \(R_{\text{eff}}\approx6\) μm. Using the approximate relationship of LWP = \((2/3) \times (R_{\text{eff}} \times \text{COD})\), a representative COD ~30 can be obtained.

Once the “reference’ cloud state is determined, the variability of the atmosphere and surface albedo needs to be estimated. For the surface, we make use of the MODIS land surface product MODASRVN (accessed through Level 1 and Atmosphere Archive and Distribution System, http://ladsweb.nascom.nasa.gov/data/search.html), which provides the best estimate of the surface albedo since it routinely ingests AERONET aerosol properties allowing for the most accurate surface estimate from satellite that can be made. Since the surface albedo is only retrieved at the MODIS land surface channels, an extrapolation is performed on the spectral albedo retrievals to the 415 nm channel. In this analysis, we consider the surface albedo retrievals over the period 2007–2008. The atmospheric variability, on the other hand, comes from the microphysical aerosol retrievals of AERONET. In SBDART, the actual bimodal size distribution is not completely ingested but is approximated using the SSA (\(\omega_0\)), asymmetry parameter (g) and AOD (\(\tau\)). While this approximation may miss some fine properties, the main variability is mostly determined by these parameters.

To demonstrate the sensitivity analysis, we apply the uncertainty approach for ARM SGP site datasets with “reference” state of \(\text{COD}_{\text{ref}} = 30\) and \(R_{\text{eff,ref}} = 6\) μm. Figure 9 shows both the 2D distributions (Figure 9(a,c)) and corresponding 1D distributions integrated over the CODs (Figure 9(b,d)) for prevailing atmospheric variability and surface albedo. The convolved variability of both the processes (Figure 9(e,f)), which is broader than the individual processes alone, resulted in a stable standard deviation of ±0.47 μm from the “reference” state \(R_{\text{eff}}\) of 6 μm.

One interesting feature of the joint distribution is that there is a general overbias in the individual COD retrievals along with a subsequent underbias in the effective radius. The reason for this can be seen by looking at the dual channel radiometric plot of Figure 1. In particular, we note that the density of the COD retrieval contours increases in the direction of increasing COD. Since the COD parameter is sensitive mainly to the transmission alone, for a given VIS signal uncertainty distribution, the inversions will be distributed unevenly such that higher COD retrievals will occur with greater frequency than lower COD cases. On the other hand, the \(R_{\text{eff}}\) parameter is inversely correlated to COD through the LWP. Therefore, an unbiased uncertainty on the LWP measurement will result in underestimating bias in the \(R_{\text{eff}}\) parameter. However, this bias effect is significantly reduced during the convolution of the individual sources of variability.

In the above analysis, the conservative estimate of LWP is taken as 30 g·m\(^{-2}\) because it roughly represents the detection limit of LWP with dual frequency radiometers [15,50] already existing at SGP site. One of the biggest sources of error in all dual frequency MWR retrieval models is that the variations in the vertical absorption profile are neglected despite the liquid water absorption profile being sensitive to temperature profile. As already indicated in Figure 4, retrieval of water vapor is significantly improved a multispectral radiometer which can better estimate the temperature profile. It has been suggested that LWP retrievals can be similarly improved with a high frequency 50 GHz channel [52]. Bosisio and Mallet [52] have demonstrated that the LWP retrievals with new inverse model can be improved by 10 g·m\(^{-2}\) by choosing three frequencies—two frequencies sensitive to water
presence in the 20 to 30 GHz band [53,54] and one frequency around 50 GHz sensitive to the vertical profile of temperature [55,56]. However, Lohnert and Crewell [57] pointed out that when the 50.8 GHz channel is combined with lower two channels, the algorithm accuracy depends very much on the cloud model used. Therefore, though some improvement may be expected with the MP-3000A system, we limit our analysis to the conservative estimate.

**Figure 9.** 2D distributions (left panel) and respective 1D distributions integrated over the CODs (right panel) for atmospheric variability (a,b), surface albedo variability (c,d), and convolved variability (e,f) of both variable parameters.

Instrument Radiometric uncertainties due to the sensor, data acquisitions, etc. are significantly smaller and are not considered in the error budgets. Based on the considerations by Feingold et al. [15], dynamic changes in the cloud droplet effective radii are around 30% making these measurements quite challenging. On the other hand, ground-based methods make some global assumptions including the
requirements of single layer clouds and horizontal homogeneity (i.e., no broken clouds). The lack of broken clouds can be seen by imposing a buffer of one hour to the times when the lidar captures broken portion while coincident GOES data can assist in identifying single layer cases. Only when all these assets are combined, we can quantitatively explore the changes in Aerosol Cloud Index (ACI).

7. SGP Case Study for Aerosol-Cloud Interaction

To explore the aerosol-cloud interaction and illustrate the need for a complete measurement testbed we focus on an interesting case from those considered in Kim et al. [18]. In their study, while in most cases considered, a weak correlation was observed, the case of 13 April 2000 tends to show small anti-correlation. In their analysis, the surface extinction was obtained from a ground based Nephelometer, which seemed to show a slight increase in cloud droplet radius with increase in extinction in opposition to the assumed aerosol cloud trend. One possible explanation advanced in their study was that the surface aerosols were strongly decoupled from aerosols at the cloud base on this day.

To assess this issue, we plot, in Figure 10, the Raman lidar derived extinction profile was shown for 13 April 2000. In particular, the period from 1500 to 1800 UTC time shows excellent horizontal homogeneity making the surface retrievals most reliable. However, although the aerosol convective mixing has begun to occur during this period, the Raman lidar extinction profiles seem to indicate that the vertical distribution of extinction is not uniform with smaller extinction at the surface, which may in part be due to aerosol extinction enhancement due to hygroscopic growth. In making this assessment, it is useful to point out that the SGP Raman Lidar has developed a sophisticated approach to extend the aerosol extinction measurement below the low channel overlap threshold greatly minimizing overlap issues [58]. In particular, analysis of near extinction data against Nephelometer measurements illustrates the near surface Raman Lidar returns to be realistic and errors should be significantly less than the dramatic differences observed between the surface and aloft aerosols.

Figure 10. Raman Lidar derived extinction profile and marked cloud boundary for 13 April 2000 at ARM SGP site.
In Figure 11, we show on log scale the relationship between the effective radius and aerosol extinction where we consider both the surface extinction (lidar ground bin = 30 m) as well as the extinction 150 m below the cloud base. In this case, we selected only those points whose LWP was constrained between 90 < LWP < 120. This resulted in COD ranges 20 < COD < 30. Here the cloud base was determined using a simple threshold of 1 m$^{-1}$ and is displayed as black circles in Figure 10.

**Figure 11.** Log-Log plot of Raman lidar extinction below cloud against the cloud droplet effective radius. “zb-150m” (blue circles) indicates the upper air atmospheric column layer which was used in the comparison (i.e., 150 m below the cloud base altitude denoted by zb), while 'zsurf' refers to the atmospheric layer closest to the surface (~30 m).

In this case, we see that the surface results are at best uncorrelated with no trend but a general trend is seen when considering the aerosol 150 m below cloud base (i.e., zb-150 m layer) although the statistical significance is not as high as we might expect. It is clear that the aloft extinction is on average significantly larger than the near surface which should be attributed to hygroscopic enhancement due to high RH in the vicinity of the cloud. However, local inhomogeneous concentration effects must also be a factor since the overall data clusters shape has been substantially modified. Overall, we believe that the most robust approach to account for the aerosol loading for ACI estimation is to make extinction measurements nearer to cloud base than to rely on surface measurements.

In summary, we see that the surface measurements can be less than optimal in looking for aerosol-cloud interactions and that profile measurements near the cloud base can be used to better probe these interactions under suitable conditions. Based on the regression slope, an IE exponent (or ACI) of 0.23 is obtained which is realistic if not on the high side in comparison to other cases seen [15]. McComiskey and Feingold [8] summarized results from seven different in situ airborne studies made for determining the ACI. In five of these studies observed values of ACI were comparable to ours.
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 (>0.20), whereas two other studies evidently showed lower values (~0.1). ACI values obtained from in situ ground based data were highest when compared with those obtained either from combined ground-based and satellite data, or from the data relying solely on satellite retrievals [59]. Clearly, the error budget we estimate is of the order of dynamic range making it hard to state that this is a clear observation of aerosol-cloud interaction but in comparison to the surface, we believe a clearer trend is detected and therefore any robust testbed should attempt measurements nearer to cloud base.

8. Discussion

The present study is focused on exploring the direct ground based remote sensing methods for detection and quantification of aerosol-cloud interaction. As discussed in detail, even though sophisticated multispectral imagers onboard polar (e.g., MODIS) and geostationary (e.g., GOES) satellites are available, the inability to simultaneously retrieve aerosols and cloud properties makes such techniques extremely difficult. Furthermore, we found that the performance of the GOES-VISST algorithm retrievals when compared to ground based retrievals [12] resulted in a very strong bias and poor correlation of effective radius \( R_{\text{eff}} \) for \( \theta_{\text{sun}} > 50 \) degrees. The fact that cross-validations between MODIS and GOES were unbiased (Figure 4(b and d)) indicates that these issues are persistent across all platforms. This can be qualitatively explained by noting that for large observing angles, the effective optical depth increases and the photons interact mainly with the cloud top, which is usually has a higher \( R_{\text{eff}} \) than the column averaged value. Motivated by these prevailing difficulties, this paper emphasizes the need for exploiting the capability of surface remote sensing which is crucial in avoiding the ambiguity of mesoscale phenomenon on aerosol/cloud interaction by suitable simultaneous probing of the interactions on short time scales (<1 min).

In this context, we studied existing retrieval approaches [12,13] that have been applied to the MFRSR-MWR combined system and developed a simple LUT based iteration approach adaptable under different atmospheric backgrounds for real-time monitoring of cloud retrievals. While the COD retrievals from our approach showed consistency with excellent correlation \( (r^2 \sim 0.99) \), the spread or inconsistency in the retrieved \( R_{\text{eff}} \) was commensurate with LWP errors that can occur due to an inability to synchronize our LWP averaging procedure to those used internally by the Min and Harrison [12] approach.

Once the consistency of our algorithm was demonstrated, a detailed sensitivity analysis for cloud droplet effective radius retrieval was carried out and illustrated using “reference” background conditions from the ARM SGP site to quantify the errors due to incorrect atmosphere/aerosol assumptions below the cloud layer, imprecise surface albedo as well as LWP and diffuse transmission uncertainties. In particular, we find that the convolved variability of both processes (atmosphere and surface albedo) was sufficiently small (~8%) to resolve possible ACI index trends.

Unlike many studies that attempt to use the aerosol loading at the surface [8], we investigated the difficulties that may result when the cloud layer is sufficiently high. In particular, we re-explore an interesting case at SGP site following Kim et al. [18], wherein the existing Nephelometer measurements showed slightly positive correlations in contradiction to expected ACI trends. In particular, using Raman lidar extinction as proxy for aerosol concentration, we found that while the effective radius and surface extinction were basically uncorrelated with no trend, a general trend was
observed by considering the aerosol extinction 150 m below cloud base. In this case, the regression slope resulted in an ACI ~0.23, which is realistic and comparable to other cases [59].

9. Conclusions

In the present study, we have highlighted the capability of surface remote sensing as a crucial method in avoiding the ambiguity of statistically-based satellite aerosol/cloud interaction studies. Our overall goal is to describe the instrumentation and algorithms needed to provide simultaneous aerosol and cloud measurements at time resolutions suitable to isolate aerosol/cloud interactions that modify the cloud droplets. Due to the fairly small dynamic range that can be expected for the ACI index, a more thorough sensitivity study to account for realistic errors from both the measurements themselves and the variability of the environment were accounted for and it was shown that these errors which were ~8% were sufficiently small to resolve realistic ACI coefficients. A demonstration of the algorithm together with the retrieval uncertainty was given for a case where surface measurements alone did not result in any observable ACI. In particular, we emphasized the potential improvement that may occur if aloft aerosol measurements were used based on Raman Lidar measurements of aerosol extinction. In this case, a realistic ACI value (~0.23) was found although systemic deviations from the trend line were observed which makes the above result less than certain.

Although hardly conclusive, we believe the use of aloft aerosol measurements from lidar is important in obtaining better ACI measurements when cloud heights are sufficiently high. In such cases, the surface aerosols are expected to be quantitatively less representative of actual particles forming CCN nuclei.
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